
LNER 16ton Steel Mineral Wagon: assembly -
 There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" wagons.This 
kit requires the short solebars. 12mm 3 - hole wheels & bearings are 
required.  Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for 
assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' 
instructions). If using 
sprung 3-link couplings it is 
easier to fit them to the 
headstocks before 
construction. Hornby 
couplings can be fitted 
using the adaptor blocks. 
Fit bearings into back of "W" 
irons, then fit axleboxes onto  bearings,. You 
will find this easier if a small amount of 
solvent is put in the hole in the back 
of the axlebox first. Then  fit 'W' 
iron units to back of correct 
solebars.  The ends of the 
headstocks should have the 
triangular part removed (see 
diagram). The body sides do 
not have the stanchion at the 
fixed end continuing below the 
bottom edge of the side, so one 
should be cut off each side, at 
opposite ends, to make them 
handed. Thread buffer collars 
onto shanks (about 1/2 way 
along length) 
then push into 
buffer body on 
headstock. Fit 
solebars to floor, 
with the back of 
the "W" iron unit 
against the floor 
studs, 

add theheadstocks, which fit onto the ends of the solebars. Ensure components 
are square and fit the wheels.  Fit brakegear/levers & door springs to both 
sides of the underframe.  The side marked "F" faces outwards. The body 
can now be fitted round the floor - the fixed end fits between the sides 
and the door end fits  on the end of the sides.
Livery: in photographs these wagons appear to have been painted light 
grey (early BR Wagon Grey PP126). The underframe was black. 
Lettering was white just above the bottom row of rivets. Tare varied from 
7 - 5 to 7 - 18. There was a diagonal white stripe to indicate the door end 
on each side.
PROTOTYPE: These wagons were built between 1945 and 1947 and 
lasted well into the BR period (1960s). There were 7,200 built, and 
similar wagons were built by BR to D1/109, although these had top 
doors on the sides. Numbers were 270005-703, 274579-4977,
279209-280208, 287689-9188 and 289926-291688.
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